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ABSTRACT The purpose of this paper is to bestow the reader with a timely study of UAV cellular
communications, bridging the gap between the 3GPP standardization status quo and the more forward-
looking research. Special emphasis is placed on the downlink command and control (C&C) channel to aerial
users, whose reliability is deemed of paramount technological importance for the commercial success of
UAV cellular communications. Through a realistic side-by-side comparison of two network deployments – a
present-day cellular infrastructure versus a next-generation massive MIMO system – a plurality of key facts
are cast light upon, with the three main ones summarized as follows: 1) UAV cell selection is essentially
driven by the secondary lobes of a base station’s radiation pattern, causing UAVs to associate to far-flung
cells; 2) over a 10 MHz bandwidth, and for UAV heights of up to 300 m, massive MIMO networks can
support 100 kbps C&C channels in 74% of the cases when the uplink pilots for channel estimation are reused
among base station sites, and in 96% of the cases without pilot reuse across the network; and 3) supporting
UAV C&C channels can considerably affect the performance of ground users on account of severe pilot
contamination, unless suitable power control policies are in place.

INDEX TERMS Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), command and control channel, cellular networks,
massive MIMO, 3GPP.

I. INTRODUCTION
The latest proliferation of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) –
more commonly referred to as drones – is generating thrill,
charm, and engagement in the public and private domains
alike. Highly mobile UAVs are regarded as the best can-
didates to automate and ease emergency search-and-rescue
missions, crowd management and surveillance, as well as
weather and trafficmonitoring [2], [3]. Their recently reduced
cost also makes drones suitable for less critical applications
such as package delivery and video streaming of breathtaking
landscapes. All but unheard of until just recently, drones are
now envisioned to shape the future of technology, providing
a useful, trustworthy, and safe solution for human endeav-
ors [4], [5]. Moreover, a rapid and vast growth in the UAV
business will likely open attractive vertical markets in the
telecommunications industry, bringing new revenue opportu-
nities for mobile network vendors and operators.

A. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
For the above technological and commercial visions to turn
into reality, UAV users will require control and connectivity
over a wireless network. Solutions are urgently needed to
transfer large amounts of data, e.g., video streaming gener-
ated by high-resolution cameras, from aerial users to ground
base stations (BSs) [6]–[8]. More importantly, reliable com-
mand and control (C&C) channels to theUAVs are required to
safely operate these vehicles remotely and beyond the visual
line-of-sight (LoS) constraints currently enforced by regula-
tory bodies [9]. In this setup, terrestrial cellular networks are
well suited to serve UAV users flying up to a height of few
hundred meters.

Although connecting UAVs through cellular technologies
has key potential advantages – such as enabling connectivity
via existing network infrastructure and spectrum resources –
it also involves important challenges. Indeed, UAVs may
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undergo radio propagation characteristics that are profoundly
different from those encountered by conventional ground
users (GUEs). As they can move in three dimensions, UAVs
could be placed in locations considerably above ground,
experiencing a larger distance to the radio horizon and
favorable LoS propagation conditions with a vast number
of BSs [10]. As a result, a UAV transmitting uplink (UL)
information to its serving BS could create significant inter-
ference to a plurality of neighboring BSs, receiving both
GUE and UAV UL transmissions. Conversely, BSs commu-
nicating with their GUEs or UAVs in downlink (DL) could
severely disrupt the DL of a UAV associated to a neighboring
BS [11], [12].

In light of these challenges, and with the aim of inte-
grating UAV communications in current cellular networks,
the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has been
gathering key industrial players to collaborate on a study
item on enhanced LTE support for aerial vehicles. Notably,
such joint effort – that has just reached its conclusion, and
that has been followed by the corresponding work item –
has produced systematic measurements and accurate UAV-
to-ground channel modeling [8]. Furthermore, it has defined
the various UAV link types along with their respective fea-
tures and minimum requirements, as summarized in Table 1.
The remarkable industrial involvement in UAV cellular com-
munications standardization [13]–[18], together with the
concurrent theoretical investigations undertaken by acade-
mia [19]–[24], prompt us to bridge the gap and provide a
compelling study that follows the most recent 3GPP rec-
ommendations and sets the trend for present-and-forward-
looking research.

TABLE 1. Taxonomy of UAV link types.

B. APPROACH AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The goal of this paper is to advance the understanding of UAV
cellular communications, placing emphasis on the perfor-
mance of the UAVDL C&C channel, for which the 3GPP has
defined a minimum requirement of 100 kbps [8].1 Such focus
ismotivated by the pursuit ofmobile operators for newmarket
shares. Unlike UAV payload traffic, potentially similar to –
and in lower amount than – current data traffic, handling C&C
traffic could yield additional profits that may justify invest-
ments to upgrade the network infrastructure. In light of this
prospect, we extend our study to two network architectures,

1An evaluation of the UL data rates is underway, and readers are referred
to [25] for a preview. Though studying the UL and DL latency is comple-
mentary and on our roadmap, it falls beyond the scope of the present article.

both operating on a 10 MHz bandwidth: (i) a traditional
cellular network with three-sector BSs operating in single-
user mode (i.e., one user scheduled per frequency-time
resource at a time) – representing most existing deploy-
ments; and (ii) a massive MIMO cellular deployment
operating in multi-user mode (i.e., multiple users scheduled
per frequency-time resource) capable of digital beamform-
ing – exemplifying next-generation networks.

For the above two practical setups, we closely examine how
the height of a UAV user affects its cell selection process and
its performance. We then evaluate the increased reliability
that can be achieved for the UAV C&C channel with massive
MIMO, also quantifying what the UAV presence entails for
the performance of conventional GUEs. While we refer the
reader to the body of the article for a comprehensive collec-
tion of results and discussions, the following list serves as a
preview of the most important takeaways of our study:
• For UAV heights of 75 m and above, due to an almost
free-space propagation, cell selection in existing net-
works is mostly driven by the secondary lobes of each
BS’s antenna pattern, rather than by the path loss differ-
ence among BSs. Hence, UAVs do not generally asso-
ciate to BSs located nearby but to those found farther
away.

• In current single-user mode networks designed for
GUEs, UAVs that take off or land at 1.5 mmeet the C&C
target rate of 100 kbps in 87% of the cases. However,
owing to strong LoS interference received from a plu-
rality of cells, such reliability drops to 35% at 50 m, and
to a mere 2% and 1% respectively at 150 m and 300 m.

• Massive MIMO can support a 100 kbps UAV C&C
channel for heights up to 300mwith 74% and 96% relia-
bility, respectively with and without pilot reuse three and
contamination. This is due to a stronger carrier signal,
a mitigated interference, and a spatial multiplexing gain.

• The presence of UAVs can severely degrade the perfor-
mance achieved by GUEs under massiveMIMO. An UL
power control policy is required to protect GUEs whose
pilot signals are otherwise vulnerable to significant con-
tamination from UAV-generated overlapping pilots.

C. TARGET AUDIENCE
Who should read this paper?We trust at least two categories
of readers will find this article worthy of their attention:
• Industrial innovators, wondering whether – and to
what extent – UAV users could be supported by
present-day networks and by upcoming massive MIMO
deployments.

• Academic researchers, pursuing an analysis of real-
world phenomena occurring in UAV communications.

Readers in the former group may value the efforts we made
in implementing with utmost accuracy the latest standard-
ized air-to-ground propagation channel models and system
parameters. They may also acknowledge the care we took
in selecting and explaining the results of our extensive
system-level simulation campaigns. While our quest for
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accuracy compelled us to forgo analytical tractability,
we hope this study will also entice academia. May our find-
ings motivate such readership to reproduce them through the-
oretical analysis, and to propose breakthroughs that improve
cellular support for UAV users.

II. 3GPP SYSTEM SETUP
In this section, we introduce the 3GPP network topology and
channel model employed. Further details on the parameters
used in our study are given in Table 2.2

TABLE 2. System parameters.

A. CELLULAR NETWORK TOPOLOGY
We consider the DL of a traditional cellular network
(designed for GUEs) as depicted in Fig. 1, where BSs are

2As reporting the entire channel model would require an article on its own,
readers are referred to [8] for any information not contained in Table 2.

deployed on a hexagonal layout and communicate with their
respective sets of connected users. Each deployment site is
comprised of three co-located BSs, each covering one sector
spanning an angular interval of 120◦. Unlike conventional
networks, the cellular network under consideration serves
both GUEs and UAVs, e.g., providing GUEs with DL data
streams and UAVs with C&C information. In what follows,
users denotes both GUEs and UAVs. GUEs are located both
outdoor (at a height of 1.5 m) and indoor in buildings that
consist of several floors. UAVs are located outdoor at vari-
able heights between 1.5 m, which represents their height
during take off and landing, and 300 m, which is regarded
as their maximum cruising altitude with cellular service.3

All deployment features comply with the ones specified by
the 3GPP in [8].

The set of cellular BSs is denoted by B, and we assume
that all BSs transmit with total power PB. The transmission
power per time-frequency physical resource block (PRB) is
given by Pb = PB/F , where F denotes the total number
of PRBs. Users associate to the BS providing the largest
reference signal received power (RSRP) across the whole
communication band. Each BS is equipped with Na antennas,
and we assume all users to be equipped with a single antenna.
We denote as Kb the set of users served by BS b on a given
PRB, and by Kb its cardinality. While the total number of
associated users is determined by their density and distribu-
tion, the set Kb can be chosen adaptively by BS b through
scheduling operations. In this regard, we identify two cases:
the one where Kb = 1 (single-user mode operations) and
the one where Kb ≥ 1 (multi-user operations through spatial
multiplexing). These two cases are illustrated in Fig. 1(a)
and Fig. 1(b), and will be addressed in Sec. III and Sec. IV,
respectively.

B. 3D PROPAGATION CHANNEL MODEL
We adopt the latest 3GPP channel model for evaluat-
ing cellular support for UAVs [8]. In this model, all
radio links are affected by large-scale fading (comprising
antenna gain, path loss, and shadow fading) and small-
scale fading. Among other real-world phenomena, the model
accounts for 3D channel directionality, spatially correlated
shadowing, and time-and-frequency correlated small-scale
fading. Moreover, all propagation parameters for aerial
devices in the model – such as path loss, probability of
LoS, shadow fading, and small-scale fading – have been
derived as a result of numerous measurement campaigns,
and explicitly account for the transmitter and receiver
heights.

On a given PRB, hbjk ∈ CNa×1 denotes the channel vector
between BS b and user k in cell j. The signal ybk ∈ C received

3While studying the implications of mobility is on our roadmap, in this
paper we consider static UAVs to isolate and evaluate the impact of their
altitude on performance. Readers interested in the effect of mobility (e.g.,
on handovers) are referred to [26] and [27].
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FIGURE 1. Two examples of cellular infrastructure for supporting both ground and UAV users. In (a) – similarly to many existing deployments – BSs
cover a cellular sector with a vertical antenna panel and serve a single user on each PRB, potentially generating strong interference towards
nearby users. In (b) – which exemplifies next-generation deployments – BSs serve multiple users on each PRB through massive MIMO arrays and
beamforming; this increases the useful signal power at each served user, and mitigates the interference towards nearby users.

by user k in cell b can be expressed as

ybk =
√
Pb hHbbkwbksbk +

√
Pb

∑
i∈Kb\k

hHbbkwbisbi

+

√
Pb

∑
j∈B\b

∑
i∈Kj

hHjbkwjisji + εbk , (1)

where sbk ∈ C is the unit-variance signal intended for user
k in cell b, εbk ∼ CN(0, σ 2

ε ) is the thermal noise, and
wbk ∈ CNa×1 is the transmit precoding employed by BS b
to serve user k in cell b. The latter is normalized to satisfy
the total power constraint, and it is assumed to be a vector of
identical scalars for single-user mode operations (represent-
ing an analog signal combiner without phase shifters), and a
digital zero-forcing (ZF) precoder for multi-user operations,
as detailed in Sec. III and Sec. IV, respectively. The four terms
on the right hand side of (1) respectively represent: the useful
signal, the intra-cell interference from the serving BS (only
present for multi-user operations), the inter-cell interference
from other BSs, and the thermal noise.

Assuming that the users have perfect channel state
information (CSI), the resulting instantaneous signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) γbk at user k in cell b on
a given PRB is obtained as an expectation over all symbols,
and it is given by

γbk =
Pb |hHbbkwbk |

2

Pb
∑

i∈Kb\k
|hHbbkwbi|

2 + Pb
∑

j∈B\b

∑
i∈Kj

|hHjbkwji|
2 + σ 2

ε

.

(2)

Each value of SINR is mapped to the rate achievable on a
given PRB by assuming ideal link adaptation, i.e., choosing
the maximum modulation and coding scheme (MCS) that
yields a desired block error rate (BLER) [28]. We set the
BLER to 10−1, which we regard as a sufficiently low value
considering that retransmissions further reduce the number of
errors. This yields minimum and maximum spectral efficien-
cies of 0.22 b/s/Hz and 7.44 b/s/Hz, for SINRs in the range
[−5.02 dB, −4.12 dB] and [25.87 dB, +∞], respectively.

When computing the achievable rates, we also account for
the overhead due to control signaling [28].

FIGURE 2. Horizontal and vertical antenna pattern (normalized to
maximum gain) of a BS consisting of a vertical array of 8 X-POL elements,
each with 65◦ half power beamwidth, mechanically downtilted by 12◦.

III. INTEGRATING UAVs INTO EXISTING NETWORKS
In this section, we consider the cellular network depicted
in Fig. 1(a), where each BS is equipped with Na = 16
antennas arranged in a vertical array of 8 cross-polarized
(X-POL) elements, each with 65◦ half power beamwidth,
mechanically downtilted by 12◦ and supported by a single
radio-frequency (RF) chain. Such configuration yields the
BS antenna pattern depicted in Fig. 2. In this setup, each
BS serves at most one user on each PRB, without employ-
ing digital precoding [31], [33], [34]. Such setup embodies
current cellular networks, and we refer to it as single-user
mode. In this mode, equations (1) and (2) simplify as follows:
all precoding vectorsw consist of identical scalars, the second
term on the right hand side of (1) vanishes, and so does the
first one in the denominator of (2). For this setup, we will
closely examine how a UAV’s height affect its serving BS
selection and its DL C&C channel performance.
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FIGURE 3. CDF of the 3D distance between a UAV and its serving BS in an
existing cellular network. Various UAV heights are considered.

A. UAV ASSOCIATION
Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the 3D distance between a UAV and its best potential serving
BS for data transmission and reception. The CDF of said dis-
tance is plotted for UAV heights of 1.5 m, 50 m, 75 m, 150 m,
and 300 m. For the same set of heights, Fig. 4 illustrates the
antenna gain between a BS and a UAV aligned to the BS’s
horizontal bearing versus their mutual 2D ground distance.
By jointly looking at these two figures, three association
behaviors can be clearly identified for different UAV heights.

1) UAVs AT 1.5 m
UAVs at the same height as outdoor GUEs exhibit an associ-
ation distance smoothly distributed between 35 m and 1 km
(Fig. 3). By recalling that the inter-site distance is 500 m, one
can make the two following observations:
• A UAV at 1.5 m is captured by the main lobe of a
BS as long as their mutual 2D distance exceeds 52 m
(Fig. 4).Moreover, the antenna gain is maximized for 2D
distances between 80 m-180 m (Fig. 4), hence selections
of BSs other than the nearest one are mostly due to
shadowing and LoS conditions.

• UAVs at 1.5 m generally associate to their closest BS –
i.e., at a distance up to around 250 m (Fig. 3). Associa-
tion to BSs located at a distance of 500 m or more occurs
only in 9% of the cases (Fig. 3).

2) UAVs AT 50 m
For UAVs flying at this moderate height, one can find simi-
larities as well as differences with respect to the previous case
of low-height UAVs:
• For 3D distances of 250 m or less, the CDFs in Fig. 3
reveal similar behavior when comparing a UAV at 1.5 m
with one at 50 m. Such similarity can be explained from
the fact that the vertical distance to a BS – standing
at 25 m – is similar for the two UAVs. This implies
that a BS sees the two UAVs with a similar angle

FIGURE 4. Antenna gain between a BS in an existing cellular network and
a UAV aligned to the BS’s horizontal bearing as a function of their 2D
distance. Various UAV heights are considered.

(slightly better for the 1.5 m UAV due to the 12◦ BS
antenna downtilt), and that the antenna gain as a function
of the 2D distance follows a similar pattern (Fig. 4).

• For 3D distances of more than 250 m, the two CDFs
in Fig. 3 exhibit a different behavior. Indeed, UAVs at
50 m are more likely to associate to BSs located 500 m
away compared to UAVs at 1.5 m (in 17% of the cases
as opposed to 9% of the cases). This can be explained by
looking at the difference in the two antenna gain trends
(Fig. 4). The higher likelihood of seeing multiple neigh-
boring BSs in LoS for 50 m-high UAVs also contributes
to the above phenomenon.

3) UAVs AT 75 m AND ABOVE
As the height of a UAV increases to 75 m and beyond, not
only the association distance grows, but also its CDF exhibits
a certain number of steps, each corresponding to a different
association distance range (Fig. 3). Such distance ranges
are clearly separated from one another, and are due to the
secondary lobes of each BS’s antenna pattern (see Fig. 2).
Indeed, when UAVs fly very high, the main BS antenna lobe
is visible only at 2D distances larger than 1 km (beyond the
range of Fig. 4). Side lobes therefore play a crucial part in
the association process. Due to an almost free-space propa-
gation, the difference in path loss between the nearest and
the farther BSs is less significant than the difference in their
respective antenna gains [8]. As a result, UAVs tend to select
BSs located at large distances with better secondary lobe
gains.

The above phenomena are further illustrated in Fig. 5.
This figure takes the point of view of a three-sector BS
placed at the origin, showing samples of the 2D locations of
the associated UAVs for UAV heights of 150 m (red dots).
Fig. 5 shows the existence of distance intervals (high-
lighted in green), each corresponding to one of the CDF
steps in Fig. 3 or, equivalently, to one of the side lobes in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4.
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FIGURE 5. Red dots represent the 2D location of 150 m-high UAVs
associated to a three-sector BS site placed at the origin. Distance
intervals corresponding to different side lobes are shaded and delimited
by blue circles.

FIGURE 6. Coupling loss (right y-axis) and SINR per PRB (left y-axis)
experienced by a UAV versus its height in a single-user scenario. The
minimum MCS SINR threshold of −5.02 dB is also shown as a benchmark.

B. UAV C&C CHANNEL PERFORMANCE
1) CARRIER SIGNAL STRENGTH AND INTERFERENCE
Six curves are plotted in Fig. 6 in order to show the cou-
pling loss and the SINR per PRB experienced by a UAV
as a function of its height. The coupling loss (right y-axis)
expresses the carrier signal attenuation between the serving
BS and a UAV due to antenna gain, path loss, and shadow
fading. On the other hand, the SINR per PRB (left y-axis) also
accounts for small-scale fading and for the interference per-
ceived at the UAV. For both metrics, Fig. 6 shows the 5%-best
(i.e., 95%-ile), average, and 5%-worst values, triggering the
following observations:

• As UAVs rise from the ground up to a height of around
25 m, their average coupling loss improves due to closer
proximity to the serving BS and increased probability

FIGURE 7. CDF of the UAV C&C channel rates versus the UAV height in
single-user mode. The target rate of 100 kbps is also shown in the
enlargement.

of experiencing a LoS link with the latter. Instead, the
5%-best UAVs, whichwere those located in the direction
of the main lobe of the BSs, experience a degraded
coupling loss as a consequence of a diminished antenna
gain. As the UAV height keeps increasing, so does the
BS-to-UAV distance, causing the coupling loss to decay.

• While the average UAV coupling loss is moderately
improved, a UAV flying at around 25 m generally sees
a degraded SINR per PRB. This is caused by the fact
that more neighboring BSs become visible to the UAV,
acting as strong LoS interferers. The opposite occurs
for the 5%-worst UAVs flying at 25 m, which experi-
ence a significant improvement in their coupling loss,
and as a result, also enhance their SINR. As the UAV
height keeps increasing, the SINR keeps decreasing,
though more slowly than the coupling loss. This trend
is due to a simultaneous slight reduction of the interfer-
ence as the UAV moves further away from neighboring
interfering BSs.

• Overall, UAVs flying at heights of 25 m and above
experience low values of SINR per PRB. In particular,
for heights beyond 100 m the average SINR falls below
the minimum MCS SINR threshold of -5.02 dB; for
heights beyond 150 m even the 5%-best SINR per PRB
falls below said minimum threshold.4

2) C&C CHANNEL DATA RATES
The measured values of SINR per PRB can be translated into
the data rate performance of the UAV C&C channel over
a 10 MHz bandwidth, as per the MCS selection described
in Sec. II. Fig. 7 shows said performance for several UAV

4In practice, opportunistic proportional-fair schedulers could be employed
that outperform the round-robin scheduler considered in this paper. However,
this measure alone would not suffice to bring the UAV C&C channel perfor-
mance to an acceptable level in single-user mode networks. Indeed, Fig. 6
shows that even the 5%-best UAVs, which corresponds to those with large
channel fading gains, experience very low values of SINR.
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heights, motivating the following conclusions: The measured
values of SINR per PRB can be translated into the data rate
performance of the UAV C&C channel over a 10 MHz band-
width, as per the MCS selection described in Sec. II. Fig. 7
shows said performance for several UAV heights, motivating
the following conclusions:
• UAVs at 1.5 m meet the target rate of 100 kbps 87% of
the time, and 34% of the time their rates even exceed
1 Mbps.

• UAVs at around 50 m and 75 m respectively achieve the
target rate 35% and 40% of the time only. The achievable
rates for this range of heights almost never reach 1Mbps
(0.3% of the time).

• At higher heights, the UAV target rate of 100 kbps can
only be achieved for small fractions of time, amounting
to just 2% and 1% for heights of 150 m and 300 m,
respectively.

The above results prompt us to conclude that in cellular
networks with heavy data traffic, simply relying on BS sector-
ization and single-user mode operations may not be sufficient
to support the much-needed C&C channel for UAVs flying at
reasonable heights.5

IV. SUPPORTING UAVs THROUGH MASSIVE MIMO
In this section, we consider a network as depicted in Fig. 1(b),
where cellular BSs are equippedwithmassiveMIMOantenna
arrays and avail of beamforming and spatial multiplexing
capabilities. In particular, we consider Na = 128 antennas,
arranged in an 8×8 planar array of±45◦ cross-polarized ele-
ments, fed by 128 RF chains. As massive MIMO enables the
transmission of beamformed control channels towards each
user, users tend to associate to a nearby BS.We allow each BS
b to serve atmostKb = 8 users per PRB via digital ZF precod-
ing.6 We denote this setup as amulti-user mode scenario, and
we consider it as an embodiment of next-generation massive
MIMO cellular deployments. In such multi-user mode set-
ting, the network operates in a time-division duplexing (TDD)
fashion, where channels are estimated at the BS via UL
sounding reference signals (SRSs) – commonly known as
pilots – sent by the users under the assumption of channel
reciprocity [36]. In the following, we describe in detail the
sequence of operations performed in this multi-user system.

1) CHANNEL STATE INFORMATION ACQUISITION
Let the pilot signals span Mp symbols. The pilot transmitted
by user k in cell b is denoted by vibk ∈ CMp , where ibk is the
index in the pilot codebook, and all pilots in the codebook
form an orthonormal basis [36]. Each pilot signal received
at the BS undergoes contamination due to pilot reuse across
cells. We assume pilot Reuse 3, i.e., the set of pilot signals is

5While there is a strong interest in reusing the existing network infrastruc-
ture with downtilted antenna arrays, dedicated BSs with uptilted arrays could
be considered in the future to provide C&C and connectivity just to UAVs.

6Scheduling a larger number of users may yield higher cell spectral
efficiency. However, it may prevent achieving a minimum guaranteed rate
for all users [35], which is the primary goal for DL UAV communications.

orthogonal among the three 120◦ BS sectors of the same site,
but it is reused among all BS sites, creating contamination.
This solution is particularly practical from an implementa-
tion perspective, since it involves coordination only between
the three co-located BSs of the same site. Each BS sector
randomly allocates its pool of pilots to its served users. The
collective received signal at BS b is denoted asYb ∈ CNa×Mp ,
and given by

Yb =
∑
j∈B

∑
k∈Kj

√
PjkhbjkvTijk + Nb, (3)

where Nb contains the additive noise at BS b during pilot
signaling with independent and identically distributed entries
following CN(0, σ 2

ε ), and Pjk is the power transmitted by
user k in cell j. We assume fractional UL power control as
follows [30]

Pjk = min
{
Pmax,P0 · h̄αjjk

}
, (4)

where Pmax is the maximum user transmit power, P0 is a cell-
specific parameter, α is a path loss compensation factor, and
h̄jjk is the average channel gain measured at UE k in cell j
based on the RSRP [28], [37]. The aim of (4) is to compensate
only for a fraction α of the path loss, up to a limit specified
by Pmax.
The received signal Yb in (3) is processed at BS b by

correlating it with the known pilot signal vibk , thus rejecting
interference from other orthogonal pilots. BS b hence obtains
the following least-squares channel estimate for user k in
cell b [38]

ĥbbk =
1
√
Pbk

Ybv∗ibk

= hbbk +
1
√
Pbk

( ∑
j∈B\b

∑
k ′∈Kj

√
Pjk ′hijk ′vTijk′+Ni

)
v∗ibk

(5)

where intra-cell pilot contamination is not present since BS b
allocates orthogonal pilots for the users in its own cell.

2) SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING THROUGH DIGITAL PRECODING
Each BS simultaneously serves multiple users on each PRB
via ZF precoding, attempting to suppress all intra-cell inter-
ference.7 Let us define the estimated channel matrix Ĥb ∈

CNa×Kb as

Ĥb =
[̂
hbb1, . . . , ĥbbKb

]
. (6)

The ZF precoder

Wb =
[
wb1, . . . ,wbKb

]
(7)

at BS b can be calculated as [39]

Wb = Ĥb

(
ĤH
b Ĥb

)−1
(Db)

−
1
2 , (8)

7We discuss inter-cell interference suppression techniques in Sec. V.
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where the diagonal matrix Db is chosen to meet the trans-
mit power constraint with equal user power allocation,8

i.e., ‖wbk‖
2
= Pb/Kb ∀k, b. The SINR on a given PRB for

user k can be obtained from (2) with the precoding vectors
wbk as in (7).

In the remainder of this section, we will A) evaluate
the UAV C&C channel performance improvement achieved
throughmassiveMIMO, andB) study what the UAV presence
entails for the GUEs performance.

FIGURE 8. Coupling loss (right y-axis) and SINR per PRB (left y-axis)
experienced by a UAV versus its height in a multi-user setup with perfect
CSI (Case 3). The minimum MCS SINR threshold of -5.02 dB is also shown
as a benchmark.

A. UAV C&C CHANNEL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Similarly to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the single-user mode case,
we now show the coupling loss (Fig. 8, right y-axis), SINR
per PRB (Fig. 8, left y-axis), and C&C data rate (Fig. 9)
achieved by a UAV as a function of its height in a multi-
user massive MIMO setup. Both Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 consider
the 3GPP Case 3, i.e., one UAV and 14 GUEs per sec-
tor [8]. In order to evaluate the gains theoretically achievable
with massive MIMO, in these figures the BS is assumed to
avail of perfect CSI, i.e., no pilot contamination is consid-
ered. A more realistic channel estimation through SRSs as
in (5) and the effect of pilot contamination on the perfor-
mance of both UAVs and GUEs will be thoroughly discussed
in Sec. IV-B.

1) CARRIER SIGNAL STRENGTH AND INTERFERENCE
Comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. 6 provides the following insights:
• Consistently with Fig. 6, a UAV flying at around 25 m
generally sees an improved coupling loss but a degraded
SINR per PRB. This is due to the fact that more neigh-
boring BSs become visible to the UAV, acting as strong
LoS interferers.

• Employing massive MIMO at the BSs while keeping the
same mechanical downtilt improves the UAVs’ coupling

8More sophisticated power allocation policies – e.g., max-min SINR –
may be considered to further improve the performance of the worst UAVs.

loss, which is measured at the output of the first RF
chain [29], thanks to an increased antenna gain towards
the sky.

• The SINR per PRB experienced by a UAV is largely
improved in a massive MIMO system, owing to two
phenomena. First, UAVs benefits from a beamforming
gain from the serving BS, which can now send beams
into the sky as well. Second, since most users are GUEs,
neighboring BSs tend to pointmost of their beams down-
wards, greatly mitigating the interference generated at
the UAVs.

• Overall, most UAVs experience values of SINR per
PRB above the minimum MCS threshold. In particular,
the average SINR per PRB is well above said thresh-
old for any UAV height. Moreover, even the 5%-worst
UAVs meet the minimum SINR threshold for most UAV
heights.

FIGURE 9. CDF of the UAV C&C channel rates for various UAV heights in a
multi-user setup with perfect CSI (Case 3). The enlargement shows the
target rate of 100 kbps as a benchmark.

2) C&C CHANNEL DATA RATES
Fig. 9 shows the data rate performance of the UAV C&C
channel in a multi-user massive MIMO setup for various
UAV heights. Comparing this figure to Fig. 7 provides the
reader with a key takeaway: unlike single-user mode cellular
networks, massive MIMO networks have the potential to
support a 100 kbps UAV C&C channel with good reliability,
namely in at least 96% of the cases for all UAV heights under
consideration. Indeed, the data rates in a massive MIMO
network are largely improved owing to both an SINR gain
(as per Fig. 8) and a spatial multiplexing gain owing to the
fact that eight users, between UAVs and GUEs, are allocated
the same PRB simultaneously.

B. PERFORMANCE INTERPLAY BETWEEN
UAVs AND GROUND USERS
We now study how supporting the UAV C&C channel
through cellular networks may affect the performance of
GUEs. In particular, we assess the impact of UAVs in both
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single-user and multi-user mode settings with the user height
distributions specified in Table 2. For the latter, we discuss
the impact of SRS reuse and contamination, as well as the
impact of UL power control in the channel estimation phase.

FIGURE 10. SINR per PRB experienced by UAVs and GUEs in single-user
and multi-user scenarios with pilot Reuse 3 and UL fractional power
control (various 3GPP cases).

1) 3GPP CASE STUDIES
Fig. 10 shows the SINR per PRB for both UAVs and GUEs
in the presence of realistic CSI acquisition with SRS Reuse 3
and UL fractional power control. The figure considers the
3GPP Cases 3, 4, and 5, corresponding to one UAV and
14 GUEs, three UAVs and 12 GUEs, and five UAVs and
10 GUEs per sector, respectively. Fig. 10 carries multiple
consequential messages:

• In spite of an imperfect CSI available at the BSs,
the UAV SINR per PRB greatly improves when moving
from a single-user to a multi-user mode scenario. This
is due to a beamforming gain paired with a reduced
interference from nearby BSs that focus most of their
energy downwards.

• In line with the above, the UAV SINR per PRB in
multi-usermode scenarios is reducedwhenmoving from
Case 3 to Cases 4 and 5, mainly because (i) a larger
number of UAVs leads to an increased CSI pilot con-
tamination due to their strong LoS channel to many BSs,
and (ii) neighboring cells point more beams upwards,
thus generating more inter-cell interference at the UAVs.
On the other hand – although not explicitly shown in the
figure – the number of UAVs does not affect the SINR
in single-user mode scenarios.

• Unlike the UAV SINR, the GUE SINR does not
improve when moving from a single-user to a multi-
user scenario. This is mainly due to the severe pilot
contamination incurred by GUEs, which outweighs any
beamforming gains. Indeed, each GUE’s SRS is likely to
collidewith the SRS of at least oneUAV in a neighboring
cell in the scenario considered, with said UAV being
likely to experience a strong LoS link with the GUE’s
serving BS.

• Accordingly, the GUE SINR per PRB further degrades
when moving from Case 3 to Cases 4 and 5, since the
presence of more UAVs in neighboring cells causes the
pilot contamination effect to increase its severity.

FIGURE 11. Rates achieved by UAVs and GUEs in multi-user setups under:
(i) perfect CSI – ‘‘MU, Perfect’’ (solid), (ii) SRS Reuse 3 and UL fractional
power control – ‘‘MU, R3 PC’’ (dashed), and (iii) SRS Reuse 3 with equal
power – ‘‘MU, R3 EP’’ (dotted). The figure also shows the rates in a
single-user scenario – ‘‘SU’’ (dash-dot) – and the UAV C&C target rate
of 100 kbps (in the enlargement).

2) BENEFITS OF MASSIVE MIMO AND UL POWER CONTROL
The ultimate DL rate performance achievable by UAVs and
GUEs is shown in Fig. 11 for the 3GPP Case 3, i.e., one
UAV and 14 GUEs per sector. This figure not only illustrates
the gains provided by massive MIMO networks, but it also
highlights the crucial role played byUL power control for CSI
acquisition through a comparison of three scenarios: (i) per-
fect CSI (‘‘Perfect’’), (ii) imperfect CSI obtained through
pilot Reuse 3 and fractional UL power control (‘‘R3 PC’’),
and (iii) imperfect CSI obtained through pilot Reuse 3 and
equal UL power allocation (‘‘R3 EP’’). Fig. 11 motivates us
to conclude this section with the following key takeaways:
• Pilot contamination can severely degrade the rate per-
formance of both UAVs and GUEs. Indeed, the median
UAV rates attained with imperfect CSI acquisition are
reduced to 40% of those achievable without channel
estimation errors.

• UL fractional power control does not significantly help
to protect the UAV C&C channel. This is because
UAVs generally have a strong LoS channel to a large
number of BSs, which entails that they are the main
source of pilot contamination. As a result, UAVs do not
undergo substantial performance gains with UL power
control because both their signal and interference pow-
ers are similarly reduced. Instead, UL power control is
a tremendously helpful tool for GUEs severely affected
by pilot contamination, which are those located in the
lower tail of the CDF curve. These GUEs benefit from
the large power reduction of the UAV-generated SRSs
against their more conservative power adjustment.
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TABLE 3. Summary of complementary solutions to improve UAV C&C channel support and UAV-GUE interplay.

• Massive MIMO boosts the GUEs’ data rates. This is
due to the multiplexing gain rather than to SINR gain,
as illustrated by the non-improving SINRs in Fig. 10.
As for the UAV C&C channel, massive MIMO is a key
enabler, meeting the target rate of 100 kbps in 74% of the
cases even under pilot contamination (‘‘MU, R3 PC’’).

• Availing of massive MIMO with perfect CSI would
allow to achieve said C&C channel target rate in 96%
of the cases, as opposed to a mere 16% in single-
user scenarios. In order to close the performance gap
caused by pilot contamination, one may resort to better
pilot assignment and more sophisticated channel esti-
mation and precoding techniques based on multi-cell
processing [35], [40], [41]. These approaches leverage
in fact channel directionality, which invariably occurs in
BS-to-UAV links.

V. FUTURE OUTLOOK
While massive MIMO provides substantial improvements to
UAV cellular communications, onemay also use complemen-
tary techniques to further improve the performance of UAVs
as well as their interplay with traditional GUEs. Table 3 sum-
marizes what we consider to be the most promising solutions,
worthy of future research. The remainder of this section is
dedicated to an overview of their potentials and challenges.
We note that most of the solutions listed rely on the ability
of identifying a UAV, which can be accomplished either:
(i) throughmobility and handover history; or (ii)with the help
of the UAV itself via enhanced measurement report, in-flight
mode indication, or altitude information messages [8].

1) INTERFERENCE BLANKING
Having understood that the UAV C&C channel performance
bottleneck is due to inter-cell interference from a large
number of neighboring cells, rather than to a weak carrier
signal, one may consider silencing the strongest interfer-
ing cells. To this end, the set of strongest interferers could
use almost blank subframes (ABSs) on the time-frequency
resources that have been assigned to a UAV C&C channel,

thus guaranteeing that the latter experiences a satisfactorily
high SINR [16], [17]. Determining the sets of BSs that are
to use ABSs can have a significant impact on the resul-
tant performance of both UAVs and GUEs. As discussed in
Sec. III, the height of a UAV determines the number of strong
interfering cells. As a result, the higher the UAV, the larger the
number of cells that should protect the UAV C&C channel by
undergoing silent phases. This may pose a problem in terms
of both the size of the BS cluster to be coordinated and the
amount of time-frequency resources to be sacrificed to protect
each UAV C&C channel. Thus, this solution may only be
suitable for networks with a low density of UAVs.

2) OPPORTUNISTIC SCHEDULING
In a massive MIMO network, a more efficient alternative
to blanking could be scheduling UAVs on different PRBs.
Indeed, part of the benefits brought by massive MIMO to the
UAV C&C channel are due to the fact that the neighboring
cells of each UAV point most their beams to GUEs, thus
focusingmost of their radiated power downwards. This can be
observed in Fig. 10, where reducing the density of UAVs by a
factor of five – i.e., moving from Case 5 to Case 3 – increases
by 50% the number of UAVs that achieve the minimum
MCS SINR. Such phenomenon suggests that close-by BSs
could opportunistically schedule the DL C&C channel of
their UAVs on different PRBs, making sure that UAVs are not
interfered by other beams pointing upwards in their vicinity.

3) FRACTIONAL PILOT REUSE
Both UAVs and GUEs served through a massive MIMO
network see their rates increased by orders of magnitude
when compared to systems where BSs have a limited number
of antennas. Said conclusion holds for networks that employ
pilot Reuse 3, and we also showed that these gains can be
further boosted if BSs avail of perfect CSI. While allocation
of fully orthogonal pilots across the network provides a higher
quality CSI, the associated overhead makes this approach
infeasible in practical systems. As a trade-off between conser-
vative and aggressive reuse approaches, fractional reuse could
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be the most suitable strategy in a network that accommodates
UAVswith strong LoS links to a plurality of BSs [42]. Indeed,
each BS could selflessly relieve neighboring BSs of severe
pilot contamination by assigning a dedicated pool of pilots to
its served UAVs, where such pool is agreed beforehand and
reused sporadically, e.g., with a reuse factor larger than three.
At the same time, each BS could adopt a more aggressive
reuse for all remaining pilots, which are assigned to GUEs.
As a result, both GUEs and UAVs would be relieved of most
pilot contamination, without incurring a large overhead.

4) UPLINK POWER CONTROL
While we showed in Fig. 11 that the effect of pilot contami-
nation can also be alleviated through conventional fractional
UL power control, one may also think of more effective
techniques. A possible improvement could be achieved by
generalizing (4) with customized values of P0 and α, e.g.,
assigning lower values to UAVs than to GUEs, or even
accounting for the specific UAV height [43]. A further gener-
alization would involve modifying the approach to account
not only for the RSRP from the serving cell but also for
the RSRP from neighboring cells. While (4) is thought for
a GUE – increasing the transmit power as the GUE’s RSRP
from the serving BS decreases – this approach may not be
always suitable for a UAV. Indeed, when considering a UAV,
a decreasing RSRPmay be a symptom of a high height. In this
case, increasing the power as per (4) would exacerbate the
interference generated to a plurality of BSs in LoS. Adapting
the power control formula in (4) to account for the RSRP from
multiple cells could solve this problem, e.g., by forcing aUAV
to reduce its power when the RSRPs from both serving and
neighboring cells are low and similar.

5) COOPERATIVE MIMO
One could resort to multi-cell signal processing to boost
the UAV C&C channel SINR. In cooperative multipoint
(CoMP), a cluster of BSs coherently transmit towards each
UAV, aiming to turn interference into useful signal. Despite
the promises in terms of rate improvements, CoMP poses a
significant overhead over the BS-to-BS X2 interface due to
the need of sharing UAV data and achieving a tight symbol-
level synchronization [44], [45]. As a more practical alterna-
tive, cell-edge-aware (CEA) precoding techniques exploiting
inter-cell CSI – acquired through coordinated orthogonal
SRSs – may be adopted to steer interference towards the
channel nullspace of neighboring UAVs [46]–[48]. While
known to be effective for interference management at cell-
edge GUEs [49], both CoMP and CEA precoding may face
a number of challenges in UAV setups, where the number
of sites to be coordinated grows due to the larger number of
interfering cells [50], and where the high UAV mobility may
entail frequent updates of the coordination clusters.

6) UAV DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
While most research efforts have focused on solutions to
be implemented at the BS, the 3GPP community is also

exploring the possibility of tackling the interference problem
directly at the user side, by equipping UAVs with directional
antennas. Preliminary contributions have shown that simply
implementing a directional antenna without beamsteering
capabilities does not provide significant benefits to the DL
UAV performance [15]. Moreover, such setup may harm the
UL UAV performance, due to the high probability of not
pointing the antenna towards the most adequate BS. More
encouraging studies argue that antenna selection or beam-
forming capabilities at the UAV can both enhance the DL
C&C signal reception and mitigate the UL interference it
generates towards other BSs [51]. However, the latter solution
requires increasing the UAV hardware and computational
complexity, and it is unclear whether all manufacturers will
be willing to implement it.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we took a fresh look at UAV cellular commu-
nications, following the most recent trends from the industry,
academia, and the standardization fora. Employing realistic
3GPP channel and system models, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of the downlink command and control channel when
supported by either: a traditional cellular network serving
one user per transmission time interval, or a multi-user mas-
sive MIMO network exploiting spatial multiplexing. Besides
comparing the capability and reliability of existing cellular
infrastructure to next-generation deployments, we closely
examined how aerial users of different heights undergo dis-
similar cell selection, carrier signal interference, and pilot
contamination. We concluded by discussing complementary
procedures that leverage the time, frequency, power, and
spatial domains to further enhance UAV cellular communi-
cations, and that we believe merit further investigation.
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